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Legends for graphical abstract. A possible mechanistic model for vitamin D effects on AGEs 

and its receptors  

ADAM10A, disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 10; AG2, angiotensin 

II; AGEs, advanced glycation end products; AT1R, angiotensin II type 1 receptor; IκBα, 

IkappaBalpha; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; MMP9, matrix metalloproteinases 9; 

NF-κB, nuclear factor-kappaB; PKC, protein kinase C; PLC, phospholipase C; RAGE, receptor 

for AGEs; sRAGE, soluble receptor for AGEs; cRAGE, cleaved RAGE; Vit.D, vitamin D   

AGEs bind to RAGE receptor and activate MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway, which in turn leads 

to increased RAGE expression. Vitamin D can prevent NF-κB activity by increasing IκBα level. 

ADAM10 and MMP9 are involved in RAGE shedding and generation of sRAGE. Vitamin D 

increases ADAM10 expression. Activated AT1R couples to Gq/11 and triggers PLC, and then 

stimulates PKC. It, thus activates MAPK and leads to increased RAGE expression. Vitamin D 

decreases AT1R and gene expression of PKC and MAPK. 
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Study Highlights: 

 Vitamin D reduces AGE levels in disease and hypovitaminosis D conditions. 

 Vitamin D treatment increases sRAGE level.  

 Vitamin D reduces RAGE expression in some disease conditions.  

 Vitamin D increases RAGE expression in subjects with normal vitamin D status. 
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Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) are destructive molecules in the body that, at high levels, 

contribute to the progression of various chronic diseases. Numerous studies have suggested a 

modifying effect of vitamin D on AGEs and their receptors. This study sought to summarize the 

effects of vitamin D on AGEs and their receptors, including receptor for AGEs (RAGE) and 

soluble receptor for AGEs (sRAGE). The search method initially identified 484 articles; 331 

remained after duplicate removal. Thirty-five articles were screened and identified as relevant to 

the study topic. After critical analysis, 27 articles were included in the final analysis. Vitamin D 

treatment may possibly be beneficial to reduce AGE levels and to augment sRAGE levels, 

particularly in vitamin D-deficient situations. Treatment with this vitamin may be effective in 

reducing RAGE expression in some disease conditions, but might be even harmful under normal 

conditions. The inhibitory or stimulatory effects of vitamin D on AGE receptors are mediated by 

various signaling pathways, MAPK/NF-κB, ADAM10/MMP9 and AT1R. In populations with 

chronic diseases and concomitant hypovitaminosis D, vitamin D supplementation can be used as 

a strategy to ameliorate AGE-mediated complications by modifying the AGE-RAGE and sRAGE 

systems.  

 

Abbreviations: 

ADAM10A, disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 10; AGEs, advanced 

glycation end products; AGE-FL, AGE-associated fluorescence; AT1R, angiotensin II type 1 

receptor; CML, carboxymethyllysine; CVD, cardiovascular diseases; MAPK, mitogen-activated 

protein kinase; MMP9, matrix metalloproteinases 9; NF-κB, nuclear factor-kappaB; RAGE, 

receptor for AGEs; SAF, skin autofluorescence; sRAGE, soluble receptor for AGE 
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1. Introduction 

Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) are destructive molecules that are irreversibly generated 

during the glycation process in which carbonyl groups of sugars react non-enzymatically with 

proteins, lipids or nucleic acids under hyperglycemic conditions in the body [1]. Moreover, AGEs 

can also be derived from foods. Animal foods such as red meat, sugary foods and highly processed 

and prepackaged products are rich in AGEs. AGEs can also form during food preparation when 

certain foods are exposed to high temperatures during grilling, frying or toasting. Diet-derived 

AGEs play a significant role in the body’s AGE pool [2]. High concentrations of AGEs contribute 

to the development of oxidative stress and inflammation in the body [3] and are associated with 

the progression of various chronic diseases, including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases (CVD), 

renal failure, Alzheimer’s disease, and premature aging [4-6]. 

There are two types of AGE receptors. Binding of AGEs to the receptor for advanced glycation 

end products (RAGE) on the cell membrane leads to intracellular adverse effects such as 

inflammation, oxidative stress, and apoptosis [7]. Another receptor, named soluble receptor for 

AGEs (sRAGE), is secreted extracellularly and binds to circulating AGEs, inhibiting the 

interaction between AGEs and RAGE [8]. This diminishes the harmful intracellular effects of the 
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AGE-RAGE system. The activated AGE–RAGE signaling cascade has been implicated in the 

pathogenesis of diverse chronic diseases such as CVD, diabetes, and several cancers [9-12]. 

Vitamin D is an essential nutrient for health maintenance, with extensive roles that expand over 

the regulation of calcium and phosphorus metabolism. This vitamin is involved in many biological 

processes including cell proliferation, differentiation [13], apoptosis [14], immune function and 

inflammation [15], antioxidant mechanisms [16], antifibrotic processes [17], and neurogenesis 

[18]. Many professionals consider vitamin D a pro-hormone rather than a common nutritional 

vitamin. An increasing number of studies have also reported that vitamin D deficiency is closely 

related to the development of chronic diseases such as CVD, diabetes, cancer, and 

neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases [19-21].  

Numerous in vitro, animal and human studies have suggested a modifying effect of vitamin D on 

AGEs and their receptors [22, 23]. However, to our knowledge, there is no review that collates the 

effects of vitamin D on AGEs and their receptors. Therefore, the research question was as follows: 

Is vitamin D treatment associated with the levels of AGEs or their receptors (RAGE and sRAGE) 

in the body? In this regard, this study sought to summarize the effects of vitamin D on AGEs and 

their receptors.  
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2. Methods 

2.1. Search strategy  

This review was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 

and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (2015 Statement). The PubMed, Google Scholar, 

Embase, and Scopus databases and Google were searched until March 2020, without date 

restrictions. Original full-text English-language journal articles were retrieved and observational 

and clinical studies were included. Reviews, conference papers, abstracts, editorials, and letters 

were excluded. Articles that investigated the effect or association of vitamin D (not vitamin D 

receptor) with the production of AGEs or their receptors were included. Studies that assessed the 

impact of vitamin D on AGE-induced effects such as oxidative stress, inflammation or apoptosis 

were excluded. The following search terms were used: “vitamin D or 25-hydroxy vitamin D or 

calcitriol or colecalciferol or calciferol” in the title and “AGEs or pentosidine or 

carboxymethyllysine or CML or methylglyoxal or MGO or glycation” in the title/abstract.  

2.2.  Screening and selection criteria 

The extracted articles were saved in an EndNote file and sorted to remove duplicate reports. The 

remaining titles and abstracts were screened to identify articles with the correct scope for the 
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present review. The full texts of the screened articles were then critically analyzed separately for 

eligibility. Data regarding participant, animal or cell characteristics, study design, intervention 

method, location, measurement method, and outcomes were extracted. 

 

 

 

 

3. Results 

3.1.  Study characteristics and selection 

As shown in Fig. 1, the search method initially retrieved 484 titles and abstracts; 331 articles 

remained after the elimination of duplicate studies. During the screening stage, 35 studies were 

found to be relevant to the study topic. During critical analysis of the screened articles, we excluded 

eight articles because they were not relevant to the study scope (n=4), were not published in 

English language (n=1), were poster presentations (n=1), reported unclear and contrary results 

(n=1), or consisted of a study protocol (n=1). Twenty-seven articles that met the criteria of the 

study were included in the final review and analysis (Fig. 1). The study of Guo et al. [24] was 

considered two studies since it consisted of two separate in vitro and animal model parts. 

Therefore, the sum of articles was 28 (5 in vitro, 9 animal and 14 human studies). Eight of the 

human studies were clinical trials and 6 had a cross-sectional or cohort design. 

3.2.  Vitamin D and advanced glycation end products 

As shown in Table 1, 14 articles including 9 human studies (5 interventional and 4 cross-sectional 

or cohort) [25-33] and 5 animal studies [22,34-37] investigated the effect of vitamin D treatment 

on AGEs. Sixty percent of the interventional and experimental studies (6 of 10, 3 animal and 3 
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human studies) indicated that vitamin D treatment reduced AGE levels [22,23,25,27, 28, 37]. Two 

of the 5 interventional studies reported no significant changes in the serum levels of AGEs after 

vitamin D treatment [26,29] (Table 1). Among the cross-sectional or cohort studies, Gradinaru et 

al. [31] and Chen et al. [30] reported a significant inverse relationship between vitamin D and 

serum or skin AGE-associated fluorescence. On the other hand, Šebeková et al. [32] indicated that 

no relationship exists between vitamin D and plasma AGE-associated fluorescence or skin 

autofluorescence, a marker of AGE accumulation, but there was an inverse correlation with CML 

levels in diabetic patients (Table 1). Sturmer et al. [33] found no significant relationship between 

vitamin D and skin autofluorescence, plasma AGE-associated fluorescence or CML in the sample 

as a whole.  

3.3.  Vitamin D and receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE)  

As shown in Table 2, 13 articles including 5 in vitro [24,38-41], 7 animal and one human studies 

[24, 28, 34-37, 42, 43] evaluated the impact of vitamin D treatment on RAGE protein levels. 

84.61% (11 of 13) of the included studies reported a protective effect of vitamin D on RAGE 

protein or mRNA expression. Seven studies (4 in vitro and 3 animal studies) showed that vitamin 

D treatment reduced RAGE protein levels [24,34, 38, 39,41-43]; however, two studies (one in vitro 

and one animal study) found the inverse effect of vitamin D on RAGE protein levels [24,40]. Eight 

articles investigated RAGE mRNA expression and six reported that vitamin D reduced RAGE 

mRNA levels [28, 35-37, 39, 43], however, two stated that vitamin D increased RAGE mRNA 

levels [38,40]. 

3.4.  Vitamin D and soluble receptor for advanced glycation end products (sRAGE) 

As shown in Table 3, 10 articles including 7 human studies (4 cross-sectional and 3 interventional) 

[23,32,33, 44-47], 2 in vitro studies [38,39] and one animal study [48] investigated the impact of 
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vitamin D on sRAGE levels. All interventional and experimental investigations indicated that 

vitamin D treatment increased sRAGE levels [23,38,39,44,45, 48]. However, three cross-sectional 

studies reported no correlation between serum vitamin D and sRAGE level [32,33,47]. 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 

In the present study, we systematically reviewed and summarized the effects of vitamin D on AGEs 

and their receptors including RAGE and sRAGE.  

4.1. Vitamin D and AGEs  

Of the 14 articles that examined the effect on or association of vitamin D with AGE levels, only 

eight studies indicated that vitamin D influences or is inversely associated with AGE levels. 

Analysis of the included studies suggests that AGE accumulation occurs under conditions of 

hypovitaminosis D, which has not been addressed by most studies [26,29]. For example, Gradinaru 

et al. [31] observed higher AGEs in patients with impaired fasting glucose and type 2 diabetes who 

had lower vitamin D levels. Therefore, vitamin D treatment will be effective in attenuating AGE 

levels in the presence of vitamin D deficiency and AGE accumulation. Another issue that should 

be considered is that most of the studies did not measure tissue or circulating levels of specific 

members of the AGE group but instead evaluated tissue autofluorescence or circulating fluorescent 

components, which may not truly represent AGE levels. For example, in the study of Sebekova et 

al. [32], vitamin D was not associated with plasma AGE-associated fluorescence or skin 

autofluorescence, but was correlated significantly with the levels of CML, a member of the AGE 
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group. Thus, this warrants further clinical trials to assess the effect of vitamin D supplementation 

on specific AGE components. 

4.2. Vitamin D and RAGE 

A protective effect of vitamin D on RAGE protein or mRNA expression was reported by 84.61% 

(11 of 13) of the included studies. However, two studies found an inverse effect of vitamin D on 

RAGE protein and mRNA expression. Although the lack of similarity among the included studies 

impaired comparison of the findings, however, the observed inconsistency across the studies may 

not possibly be related to the form / dose of vitamin D used or measurement methods of RAGE, 

because varying findings has been reported for same form/dose of vitamin D [24,39,40] or same 

measurement method of RAGE [38,40] by different studies. The type of cells used and especially 

the physiological condition of the animals (normal vs. diseased) are possible contributors to the 

discrepancy. A disease condition may affect the efficacy of vitamin D supplementation and the 

association might differ between healthy and disease conditions. It appears that vitamin D 

exposure enhances RAGE expression under normal conditions. For example, the studies of Benetti 

et al. [34], Lee et al. [42] and Sturza et al. [41] that reported reduced levels of RAGE after vitamin 

D treatment used obese and diabetic animals or cells, while normal animals or cells were used in 

the studies of Guo et al. [24] and Rüster et al. [40] that showed increased levels of RAGE after 

vitamin D treatment. Collectively, vitamin D treatment may be effective in reducing RAGE 

expression under pathological conditions, but might be even harmful under normal conditions. 

4.3. Vitamin D and sRAGE  

The findings of this review showed that vitamin D treatment increases sRAGE levels. However, 

several cross-sectional studies did not find any association between circulating vitamin D status 

and sRAGE levels. These cross-sectional investigations were conducted on healthy populations or 
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on patients with vitamin D and sRAGE levels comparable to those of healthy people [32,33,47], a 

fact that might have attenuated the associations. In all clinical trials in which vitamin D treatment 

enhanced sRAGE levels, the population recruited was either vitamin D deficient or had a specific 

disease condition [23,44,45,48]. For instance, in the study of Garg et al. [46], vitamin D was 

associated with sRAGE in women with polycystic ovary syndrome. Taken together, vitamin D 

treatment may possibly be beneficial to increase sRAGE levels in subjects with hypovitaminosis 

D and unhealthy status. 

4.4. Mechanistic pathways underlying the inhibitory effect of vitamin D on the expression of AGEs 

4.4.1. Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) pathways 

RAGE activation by its ligand, AGEs, enhances the generation of more RAGE. Upon binding of 

AGEs to RAGE, several cellular signaling pathways including the MAPK/NF-κB pathway are 

activated (Fig. 2). This activation, in turn, increases the production of inflammatory mediators, 

oxidative stress, and RAGE expression [49,50]. Furthermore, vitamin D can prevent NF-κB 

activity, a positive regulator of RAGE expression, by increasing the levels of IkappaBalpha, a 

potent NFkappaB inhibitor [51]. Benetti et al. [34] assessed the effects of vitamin D treatment on 

the activation of NF-κB in gastrocnemius homogenates and reported that vitamin D significantly 

reduced NF-κB activation (Fig. 2).  

4.4.2. A disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 10 (ADAM10) and matrix 

metalloproteinases 9 (MMP9) pathways  

ADAM10 is a cell surface protein that mainly cleaves membrane proteins and then releases soluble 

ectodomains with altered location and function [52,53]. As shown in Fig. 2, ADAM10 and MMP9 

have been implicated in RAGE shedding and generation of sRAGE [54,55]. sRAGE is a shortened 

form of full-length RAGE that lacks the transmembrane domain, which is isolated by ADAM10. 
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Once released, sRAGE can bind to AGEs and inhibits their binding to membrane RAGE. Lee et 

al. [38] reported that calcitriol reduces RAGE, enhances sRAGE protein and mRNA expression, 

and also increases ADAM10 expression. According to these authors, calcitriol suppresses RAGE 

through ADAM10 activation [38]. 

4.4.3. Angiotensin II type I receptor pathway 

Stimulation of angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) has been demonstrated to upregulate the 

RAGE pathway [56]. AT1R is a plasma membrane receptor that is activated by angiotensin II as 

its ligand. The activated receptor couples to heterotrimeric G protein of Gq/11 and triggers 

phospholipase C. The latter induces protein kinase C [57], which activates MAPK [58,59], finally 

increasing RAGE expression. Calcitriol has been reported to decrease AT1R [42,60]. Furthermore, 

Haddad Kashani et al. [61] showed that vitamin D supplementation decreases gene expression of 

protein kinase C and MAPK in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of diabetic patients (Fig. 2). 

4.4.4. Conclusions and future outlooks 

Vitamin D treatment may possibly be beneficial to reduce AGE levels and to augment sRAGE 

levels in vitamin D-deficient and pathological conditions. Treatment with this vitamin may be 

effective in reducing RAGE expression under some pathological conditions, but might be even 

harmful under normal conditions. The inhibitory or stimulatory effects of vitamin D on AGE 

receptors are mediated by various signaling pathways, MAPK/NF-κB, ADAM10/MMP9 and 

AT1R. Most of the reviewed studies used cells, tissues, animals or human subjects with normal or 

unclear vitamin D status. Thus, to assess the effect of vitamin D on the levels of AGEs or their 

receptors, future interventional studies are required to evaluate situations where vitamin D 

deficiency is occurring. Furthermore, none of the included clinical trials focused on specific 
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members of the AGE group. Therefore, further clinical trials are necessary to assess the effect of 

vitamin D supplementation on the tissue or circulating levels of specific members of the AGE 

group such as N(6)-carboxymethyllysine, pentosidine and methylglyoxal as markers of AGEs. 

4.4.5. Strengths and limitations of the study 

The included studies were conducted in different countries across the world and were relatively 

recent. Most of the studies did not measure tissue or circulating specific AGEs but instead 

evaluated tissue autofluorescence or circulating fluorescent components as markers of total AGE 

accumulation, which may not truly represent AGE levels. Furthermore, the included studies were 

heterogenous with respect to condition or type of cells, animals and human participants recruited 

(normal or pathological condition), form/dose of vitamin D used, and measurement methods. This 

lack of similarity among the included studies impaired comparison of the findings. 

4.4.6. Application of the findings 

In populations with chronic diseases and concomitant hypovitaminosis D, vitamin D 

supplementation can be used as a cost-effective strategy to ameliorate AGE-mediated 

complications by modifying the AGE-RAGE and sRAGE systems.  
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Legends for figures 

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study 

 

Figure 2. Effect of Vitamin D on AGEs, RAGE and sRAGE 

Vitamin D treatment inhibits the increase of AGEs, RAGE and decrease of sRAGE levels under 

vitamin D-deficient and pathological conditions. Vitamin D treatment increases RAGE protein and 

mRNA levels under normal conditions. 
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Table 1.  Summary table of vitamin D effects on AGEs levels 

Type of 

study 

Author/ 

date 

Country Participants/animals and method of 

intervention 

Location and 

method of 

measurement 

Results 

Human/ 

Clinical 

trial 

Dreyer et 

al./2014 25 

UK 14 patients with non-diabetic chronic kidney 

disease and concomitant vitamin D deficiency 

received oral ergocalciferol (50,000 IU 

weekly for one month followed by 50,000 IU 

monthly) or placebo (n=15), over 6 months. 

Skin 

 

AT: Tissue SAF ↓ (p=0.03) 

 

Krul-Poel 

et al./ 

201526 

Netherlands 245 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (67 

± 8 years) received either vitamin D 50,000 

IU/month (n=107) or placebo (n=103) for 6 

months. 

Skin In patients with a serum 25(OH)D ≥70 

nmol/l:  SAF↓ 

Serum 25(OH)D ↔ SAF (β= −0.006, 

p<0.001) 

AT: SAF Ө 

Nikooyeh 

et al./ 

201427 

Iran 90 patients with type 2 diabetes aged 30–50 

years were instructed to drink two 250-mL 

bottles of doogh a day as follows: 

150 mg calcium per 250 mL of doogh (PD, 

n=30)  

150 mg calcium + 500 IU vitamin D per 250 

mL of doogh (DD, n=30)   

Serum In both DD and CDD groups: Serum 

25(OH)D↑ 

In both DD and CDD groups:  Within-

group protein carbonyl↓  

Changes of AGEs levels differed among 

DD, CDD and PD groups (p=0.003). Jo
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250 mg calcium + 500 IU vitamin D per 250 

mL of doogh (CDD, n=30) 

Omidian et 

al./201928 

Iran Patients with type-2 diabetic (n=48) received 

100µg vitamin D or placebo for 3 months. 

Serum Vitamin D serum level increased in 

vitamin D group (p < 0.001). 

AT:  AGEs level ↓ (p=0.001). 

Tanaka et 

al./201129 

Japan Hemodialysis patients with secondary 

hyperparathyroidism (n=11) were treated with 

1.5 mg/week calcitriol for four weeks. 

Serum AT: AGE products Ө 

Human/ 

Cohort or 

Cross-

sectional 

Chen et 

al./201930 

 Netherlands Community-dwelling participants (n=2746), 

age ≥ 45 years 

Skin Serum 25(OH)D3 ↔ inversely SAF 

(p<0.0001) 

Gradinaru 

et al./ 

201231 

Romania Elderly subjects with impaired glucose 

metabolism/n=90 /65-78 years 

Serum/ 

Spectrofluorimetrical

ly 

25(OH)D ↔ inversely AGEs (p<0.001) 

Groups with impaired fasting glucose and 

type 2 diabetes had lower vitamin D level 

and higher AGEs. Jo
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Šebeková 

et al./ 

201532 

Germany 276 diabetic subjects (43 T1DM and 233 

T2DM) and 121 nondiabetic controls aged 

65.0 ± 13.4 years were studied. 

 

Skin and plasma/ 

CML: ELISA 

In diabetics: SAF and AGE-Fl ↑ 

25(OH)D level was same in diabetics and 

non-diabetics. 

In diabetics: 25(OH)D ≠ AGE-Fl & SAF 

In diabetics: CML ↔ 25(OH)D 

(r=−0.197, p=0.006) 

Sturmer et 

al./201533 

Germany 146 subjects (119 healthy persons and 27 

hypertensive patients) aged 57.0 ±15.5 years 

were studied. 

Skin and plasma In the whole cohort: vitamin D3 ≠ SAF, 

plasma AGE-Fl and CML  

Mean vitamin D levels was not different 

between smokers and nonsmokers. 

Among smokers: vitamin D3 ↔ inversely 

plasma AGE-F1 (r=−0.551, p=0.049) 

Animal Benetti et 

al./201834 

Italy Male obese mice (n=40, 4 weeks old) were 

treated with 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (7 

μg.kg-1, three times/week) for 2 months. 

Gastrocnemious 

muscle/ Western 

blotting 

AT: CML ↓ 

Derakhsha

nian et 

al./201935 

Iran Diabetic rats (n=8, each group) were treated 

for four weeks with placebo or vitamin D 

(two intramuscular injections of 20000 

IU/kg). 

Liver/ ELISA Vitamin D injection increased plasma 

level of 25-hydroxycholecalciferol 

(p=0.005). 

AT: AGE levels Ө 

Derakhsha

nian et 

al./201936 

Iran Diabetic rats (n=8, each group) were treated 

for four weeks with placebo or vitamin D 

Serum and cardiac 

myocytes/ ELISA 

AGEs levels increased in serum and heart 

samples of diabetic rats. 
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(two intramuscular injections of 20000 

IU/kg). 

AT: AGE levels Ө 

Jeremy et 

al./201937 

India Healthy male rats (n=6 in each group), 3–4 

months old were treated with 40 or 400IU/kg 

vitamin D3 with or without D-galactose (120 

mg/Kg). 

Serum and 

intratesticular/ELISA 

Serum and intra-testicular levels of AGE 

was higher in aged rats (p < 0.05). 

AT: AGE ↓ 

Salum et 

al./201322 

Estonia Male diabetic rats (n=8, age 4 months) were 

treated with cholecalciferol (500 IU/kg) 

Orally for 10 weeks. 

Aortic wall / ELISA Untreated diabetic rats: CML↑  

AT: CML↓ 

AGEs, advanced glycation end products; AGE-Fl, AGE associated fluorescence; AT, after treatment; CML, carboxymethyl lysine; T1DM, type 1 diabetes 

mellitus; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; SAF, skin autofluorescence; Ө represents no significant change; ↔ represent presence of correlation; ≠ represent 

no significant relationship 

Vitamin D treatment attenuates AGE levels in the presence of vitamin D deficiency and AGE accumulation. 
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Table 2.  Summary table of vitamin D effects on formation of RAGE  

 Author/date Country Type of cells or 

animals studied/ 

number and age 

of animals 

Vitamin D type / 

dosage  

Duration and 

method of 

treatment 

Method and location 

of measurement 

 

Results 

In-vitro Guo et al./ 

201624 

China Mouse blood–

brain barrier 

model  

1,25(OH)2D3 / 2.5 

µg/kg/day  

14 days 

 

Immunofluorescence/ 

blood–brain barrier 

model 

AT: RAGE protein ↓  

Lee et al./ 

201738 

 

Taiwan Mouse 

cardiomyocytes  

Calcitriol / 10 and 

100 nM  

48 h 

 

Protein; Western blot  

mRNA; PCR 

AT: RAGE protein ↓ 

(p<0.01) 

RAGE mRNA expression ↑ 

(p<0.01) 

Merhi et al./ 

201839 

 

USA Granulosa cells 

from women who 

were undergoing 

in-vitro 

fertilization 

Vit D3 / 100 nM 

 

24 h 

 

Immunofluorescence  

 

AT: RAGE mRNA ↓ (33%)   

RAGE protein ↓ (44%)   

(p<0.05) 

Rüster et al./ 

201640 

Germany Mice podocytes Vit D3 /100, 500 

pmol/l or 

Paricalcitol / 

5,000 pmol/l 

24 h mRNA; real-time PCR 

Protein; western 

blotting 

AT: RAGE mRNA and 

protein expression ↑ 

Sturza et al./ 

201541 

Romania Diabetic rat aortic 

sample  

1,25VitD3 / 0.1 

μM 

12 h 

 

immunohistochemistry 

 

BT: RAGE ↑  

AT: RAGE ↓  
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Animal Benetti et al./ 

201834 

Italy Male mice model 

of diet-induced 

insulin resistance, 

n=40, 4 weeks 

old 

1,25-

dihydroxycholeca

lciferol / 7 μg.kg-
1 

Dietary, Three 

times per week 

for 2 months 

Western blotting/ 

Gastrocnemious 

muscle 

AT: RAGE protein ↓ 

Derakhshani

an et 

al./201935 

Iran Male diabetic rats 

(n=8, each 

group), aged 3-4 

months  

20000 IU/kg 

vitamin D or 

placebo  

 

Intramuscular 

injection, two 

times on the 1st 

and 14th days of 

diabetes 

development 

Real-time PCR Expression of RAGE 

mRNA increased in liver of 

diabetic group (p<0.001). 

AT: RAGE mRNA ↓ 

Derakhshani

an et 

al./201936 

Iran Male diabetic rats 

(n=8, each 

group), aged 3-4 

months  

20000 IU/kg 

vitamin D or 

placebo  

 

Intramuscular 

injection, two 

times on the 1st 

and 14th days of 

diabetes 

development 

Real-time PCR In cardiac myocytes, 

AT: RAGE mRNA ↓ 

Jeremy et 

al./201937 

India  Male aged rats 

(n=6 in each 

group), 3–4 

months old 

40 or 400IU/kg 

vitamin D3 with 

or without D-

galactose (120 

mg/Kg) 

D-galactose was 

given for 42 

consecutive days 

and vitamin D3 

treatment was 

given twice 

weekly for 6 

weeks. 

Western blotting/ 

Testis 

RAGE expression was 

higher in testis of normal 

and D-gal-induced aged rats 

(p < 0.05). 

AT: RAGE mRNA ↓ 
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Guo et al./ 

201624 

China Male mice, n=18 1,25(OH)2D3 / 2.5 

µg/kg/day  

Intraperitoneally, 

14 days 

Immunohistochemical 

method/ 

Microvascular 

endothelial cells of 

mice hippocampus 

AT: RAGE protein ↑ 

Lee et al./ 

201442 

Taiwan Male diabetic 

rats, n=9, 12 

weeks old 

Calcitriol / 150 

ng/kg/day 

Subcutaneously, 

4 weeks 

Western blot/ Cardiac AT: RAGE protein ↓ 

 

Xu et 

al./202043 

China Male 

hypertensive and 

normotensive rats 

calcitriol (40 

ng/day) or vehicle 

(0.11 μL/h) 

 

Chronic infusion 

through 

hypothalamic 

paraventricular 

nucleus for 4 

weeks 

Real-time RT-PCR/   

Hypothalamic 

paraventricular 

nucleus and left 

ventricular tissues 

mRNA and protein 

expression levels RAGE 

was higher in hypertensive 

rats. 

AT: RAGE mRNA and 

protein ↓ 

Human Omidian et 

al./201928 

Iran Patients with 

type-2 diabetic 

(n=48)  

100µg vitamin D 

or placebo  

Oral 

supplementation, 

3 months 

Real‑ time PCR/ 

Peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells 

AT: RAGE mRNA ↓ 

(p=0.001) 

RAGE, receptor for advanced glycation end products; BT, before treatment; AT, after treatment 

Vitamin D treatment reduces RAGE expression under pathological conditions, but enhances it under normal conditions. 
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Table 3.  Summary table of vitamin D effects on sRAGE levels  

Type of 

study 

Author/date Country Participants/cells and method of 

intervention 

Location and 

method of 

measurement 

Results 

Human/ 

Clinical 

trial 

Irani et 

al./201444 

USA 51 vitamin D-deficient women were treated 

with 50000 IU oral vitamin D3 once weekly 

for 8 weeks (16 with PCOS and 35 controls) 

and 16 women were not treated (six with 

PCOS and 10 controls). 

Serum / ELISA AT, in women with and without PCOS: 

Serum 25(OH)D ↑ (p<0.0001)  

In women with PCOS: Serum sRAGE ↑ 

(p=0.03) 

In women with PCOS: Serum sRAGE ↑ 

↔ serum 25(OH)D ↑ (r= 0.6, p=0 .01) 

Kubiak et 

al./201845 

Norway  411 vitamin D-insufficient subjects aged < 

80 years treated orally with high-dose 

vitamin D (100,000 IU loading dose, 

followed by 20,000 IU/week) (n=208) or 

placebo (n=203) for 4-months. 

Serum / ELISA In vitamin D group: Serum 25(OH)D ↑, 

Delta sRAGE ↑ (p<0.05) 

Sung et 

al./201323 

Korea  

 

Hemodialysis patients with secondary 

hyperparathyroidism (n=51, 52.6 ± 14.7 

years) who had low serum 1,25 

dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25D) levels and 

elevated intact parathyroid hormone levels 

was administered intravenous calcitriol (2 

Serum/ 

immunoassay 

method 

AT: sRAGE ↑ (p<0.008) 

1,25D ↔ sRAGE levels (r=0.61, p<0.001)  Jo
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µg/ml) at the end of each hemodialysis 

session for 8-weeks. 

Human/ 

Cross-

sectional or 

case control 

studies 

Garg et 

al./201746 

USA  Women with (n=12) or without (n=13) 

PCOS/ Aged 21-40 years 

Follicular fluid 

/ ELISA 

sRAGE ↔ 25(OH)D (r=0.65, p=0.0004) 

In women with PCOS: sRAGE↓ 

25(OH)D levels did not differ between the 

two groups. 

Mayer et 

al./201847 

Czech 

Republic  

500 healthy subjects aged 39.4 ± 14.6 years. Serum / ELISA Serum 25(OH)D ≠ sRAGE 

95 % of study subjects had normal Vit.D  

Šebeková et 

al./201532 

Germany  276 diabetic subjects (43 T1DM and 233 

T2DM) and 121 non-diabetic controls aged 

65.0 ± 13.4 years were studied. 

Skin and 

plasma / 

ELISA 

In diabetics, serum 25(OH)D ≠ sRAGE 

25(OH)D and sRAGE levels did not differ 

between diabetics and non-diabetics. 

Sturmer et 

al./201533 

Germany 146 subjects (119 healthy persons and 27 

hypertensive patients) aged 57.0 ±15.5 years 

were studied. 

Plasma / 

ELISA 

In whole cohort, Vit.D ≠ sRAGE  

25(OH)D and sRAGE levels did not differ 

between hypertensive and normotensive 

subjects. 

In-vitro Lee et al./ 

201738 

Taiwan Mouse HL-1cardiomyocytes was incubated 

without and with calcitriol (10 and 100 nM) 

for 48 h. 

Cardiomyocyte

s/ ELISA 

Calcitriol (10 nM): sRAGE ↑ (p<0.01) 

Merhi et 

al./201839 

USA Human granulosa cells were treated with 

either media alone (control) or with human 

glycated albumin without or with vitamin 

D3 (100 nM) for 24 h. 

Follicular fluid 

/ELISA 

sRAGE ↔ 25-OHD (r=0.27, p=0.02) Jo
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Animal Mohammed et 

al./201948 

Egypt Sham and ovariectomized rats (n=10 in each 

group) treated with vitamin D3 (500 

IU/kg/day/6 weeks, orally). 

Serum/ ELISA There was a significant decrease in serum 

sRAGE levels in the ovariectomized rats 

compared to those in the sham group 

(p<0.001). 

AT: sRAGE ↑ 

AT, after treatment; PCOS, polycystic ovary syndrome; sRAGE, soluble receptor for advanced glycation end products; T1DM, type 1 diabetes mellitus; 

T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; ↔ represent a positive correlation; ≠ represent no significant correlation 

Vitamin D treatment increases sRAGE levels in subjects with hypovitaminosis D or pathological conditions. 
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